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EDITOR’S NOTE: If you think the last couple issues of Air
Classics have been Convair-heavy, then you are correct! These
workhorses of the sky have enjoyed a recent resurgence but, as Ralph
Petersen notes, their days are limited. They are not pristinely restored
Warbirds, but rather 60-year-old freight dogs so enjoy these
American classics while you can.

As reported in the October 2016 edition of “Propliner
Round-Up, well-known Propliner guru Carlos Gomez trav-
eled to Tucson, Arizona, in mid-August to rescue two for-
mer US Navy Convairs C-131Fs that had been stored in

the desert since the early-1980s.  Four C-131F aircraft had been
acquired in 2013 by Carlos and partners Marc Wolff and Tom
Cooper including N341GS (BuNo 140998), N342GS (BuNo
141016), N343GS (BuNo 141022), and N344GS (BuNo 141028).
They had been parked at the Air Restoration and Marketing
(ARM) boneyard for many years but were essentially intact and in
good condition as the result of the dry desert environment and their
post-retirement cocooning at Davis Monthan AFB.  

Packing parts that might be required for the restoration,
Carlos and mechanic Martin Aguerro departed Miami on the
afternoon of 21 July 2016. Arriving in Tucson after a 30-hr road-
trip, they were met by mechanics Warren Lane and Richard
Gomez who would make up the rest of the work crew. Work
began on 25 July when all four aircraft were inspected and it was

Completed C-131F
N343GS looking stunning.
The aircraft is fitted with
spray booms and is
certified for both cargo
(Part 135) and spraying
(Part 137 operations).

The US Navy retired C-131F BuNo `4`028 and it went
immediately into storage. Hopefully, Carlos and his crew will

eventually bring this aircraft back to life. (Roger Jarman)

2.5-weeks Carlos and the crew
managed to bring back to life two
complex transport aircraft that
hadn’t flown for 35 years. That
my friends, is an amazing feat!  

N343GS will be converted
to a sprayer and flown to France
where it will be based for work on
a standby aerial dispersant con-
tract. Restoration is on a tight
schedule as Carlos and Marc
want to have the aircraft ready to
depart for Europe. The only cor-
rosion found on the airframe was
behind the ice deflectors, which
speaks highly of desert storage.
Sheet aluminum had been
bought and a new cabin liner was
being installed and some of the
passenger seats were being refur-
bished. Although the aircraft is
being converted to a sprayer, the
tanks and pumps will not take up
the entire cabin and a small
number of passenger seats will be
installed. In addition to the tanks
and pumps, sprayer bars will be

installed along the lower wing surfaces. The aircraft’s current
avionics date back at least 35 years, so modern avionics and radios
will also be installed before the aircraft is returned to service.  

Conquest Air Cargo’s third Convair freighter would  undergo
pretty much the same process as N343GS, less installation of the
spray equipment. Unfortunately this would probably involve the
removal of most, if not all, of the passenger/VIP interior. Carlos
is seriously considering installing a “quick change” interior where
the aircraft would primarily be used as a freighter, but could be
quickly converted to carry passengers on enthusiast flights. Since
the aircraft will be operated under a Part 135 certificate, a maxi-
mum of 30 passengers could be carried thus allowing Conquest
to make a modest return on the flights while keeping the cost-
per-passenger reasonable. With the number of opportunities to
ride in Propliners rapidly diminishing, this is an exciting devel-
opment. I also asked Carlos if N341GS and N344GS would be
returned to service and he replied that both are in good condi-
tion and the likelihood of that happening was very good.  

For the time being, Opa-Locka Airport continues to be a
center of Propliner activity. During my visit I counted no less
than seven Convairs, seven DC-3s and a DC-6/C-118 with most
being airworthy or undergoing restoration.  I’d like to thank
Carlos for keeping me in the loop on this project and for allow-
ing airside access to his aircraft. AC

C-131F was made airworthy after sitting 35-years in the desert.
(Roger Jarman)

On the morning of 10
August, a gate to the base was
opened and N343GS was towed
across. With a three-man flight
crew consisting of George Riley,
Eddie Blanco, and Richard
Gomez onboard, the aircraft
departed at 11:13 am MST and
headed east for Miami.  Flying
for the first time in over 35-
years, the veteran aircraft
climbed to 9500-ft and arrived
safely at Midland, Texas, 2.5-hrs
later for an overnight stop and
refueling. They departed
Midland the next morning and
arrived at Opa-Locka Airport in
Miami 4.5-hrs later. The ferry
flight had been completed with
no significant issues or problems
being encountered.    

Having witnessed the
Convair’s departure, Carlos com-
pleted work on N342GS later
that afternoon and he and
Martin immediately departed
Tucson for the 30-hr road trip to
Miami. The original plan was for the flightcrew to return to
Tucson and depart with the second Convair the following
Tuesday, but scheduling conflicts delayed departure until 25
August. With the same crew, N342GS departed D-M at 9:58 am
MST.  After overnighting in Midland and stopping for fuel the
next day in Lafayette, Louisiana, they arrived safely at Opa-Locka
Airport on the 26th. As with N343GS, the fight had been com-
pleted with no significant issues.  

Ron Knight, whose father had flown Truman in N342GS
back in 1962, was on hand in Tucson during the restoration. A
few years ago Ron managed to track down his dad’s airplane and
visited the ARM storage yard, where he was reunited with the
C-131F. The ARM folks were very gracious and even opened up
the aircraft to let Ron have a look inside.  Much to his surprise,
he found the aircraft’s interior much like he remembered it back
in the early 1960s. The curtains that his mom had made for the
VIP cabin were still in place. With a bit more detective work,
Ron determined that Conquest Air Cargo owned the Convair
and he contacted Carlos to ask what the plans were for the air-
craft. In a fitting gesture, Carlos gave Ron the curtains his moth-
er had made more than 50-years ago as a memento of his father’s
flight with the former president.

Despite having to work outdoors in primitive conditions and
subject to the brutal desert sun and 100+ degree temperatures, in

decided that N342GS/BuNo 141016 and
N343GS/BuNo 141022 were the best candidates
for restoration. They were positioned nose to nose

to allow the team to work on both simultaneously. Both had
their original 1960s passenger interior complete with plaid seats
but N342GS had a special past in that it had flown Harry S.
Truman from Kansas City to Las Vegas for a speaking engage-
ment in October 1962.  A complete account of this flight can
be found in the August 2016 issue of Air Classics.  

While the metal airframes had fared well during desert stor-
age, the same cannot be said for the “soft” components includ-
ing hoses, seals, and the like. Most of these components had to
be replaced and additional critical items such as carburetors,
generators, hydraulic pumps, magnetos, and inverters had to be
inspected, tested, and repaired or replaced as required.  The
engines were found to be in remarkably good condition with
good compressions on all cylinders. Less than two-weeks after
work began, full power run-ups were performed on both aircraft
and ferry permits were issued on 5 August.  

Back in the day, aircraft departing the boneyards surrounding
Davis-Monthan AFB used a dirt road that became a short
impromptu runway when the need arose. Aircraft would normally
depart with minimal fuel for the short flight to Tucson
International Airport where additional work might be performed
and fuel uploaded before the aircraft continued on to its ultimate
destination.  I’ve been told by folks that were around in those days
that there were quite a few “interesting” takeoffs from that dirt
road and the Air Force finally relented and allowed departing air-
craft to use the runway at Davis-Monthan AFB.

Departure flights must be scheduled two-days in advance
and are only permitted Monday through Friday.

Work progressing on converting N343GS to a sprayer.

Rear cargo doors were seldom used on the Navy C-131Fs since
most of their duties consisted of hauling passengers. Before
N343GS and the other Convairs return to service, the cargo
door hinges must be X-rayed for cracks and other damage.

Once N343GS arrived at Opa-Locka, the crew wasted no
time removing the interior.

CARLOS GOMEZ AND HIS CREW
SAVE ANOTHER CONVAIR

BY RALPH PETTERSEN
From 
Boneyard 
to Sky


